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When commercial trans-Atlantic aviation started, it was done by flying
boats using the protected harbour of Botwood. As it became clear
that, in the near future, this would be done by planes flying off
runways rather than water, the radio staff relocated from Botwood to
the new airport being built in Gander.
This move took place in November of 1938, when the aeradio staff,
as it was called, moved into the Administration Building.

Starting early in 1943, Hangar 21, in the old terminal area, was
renovated to make a joint RAF-US control centre, which included an
air traffic control room and rooms for signals staff (air-ground and
point-point, for example. Gander-Prestwick or Gander-New York).
This was located in the north-west corner of the hangar, near the
control tower.

NW corner bldg 21

Aeradio moved to Hangar 21 from the Admin Building on 13 May
1943, leaving there the Met section and little else.
The military part of this control centre closed down after the war but
the civilian Aeradio section continued to do its job. But in 1950-51, the

operation moved to the VOAC bldg on Fleet Steet, just north of the
Army side.

"Signals" as the military had called it, moved into one story of the
building, follow shortly after by Air Traffc Control, which occupied the
other floor. This ATC move could be considered the birth of NAVCAN,
which moved into the new town of Gander in 1955.
It should be remembered that after the war, Gander came under
Newfoundland Civil Aviation and that after Confederation, the
Canadian Department of Transport ran the show.
This brings us to the "MidnIght Meal Mystery".
Jim Strong of Gander discovered the following, most interesting, piece
of paper in his late father's documents:

Here is a close-up of one section.

This appears to be a series of meal tickets that would authorise the
obtention of a meal by an operator working at midnight. The person
in charge would presumably cut off and sign a ticket, so that the
person named could exchange it for a meal. If this was the normal 3shift workday, it would likely be for a person working "midnight to
eight", but it is possible that some other schedule was used.
But here's the mystery : in which building was Aeradio when it used
this particular block of four tickets to get a midnight meal from the
Eastbound Inn:
- the Administration building right next door
- Hangar 21 across the runway, or
- VOAC, on the other side of the Army area?

º A first point is that these particilar are marked "Department of
Transport". It happens that DOT took over after Confederation in
1949. Aeradio could therefore not have been in the Administration
Building as it moved out in May 1943, before Confederation.
º So there is choice between Hangar 21 or VOAC. As far as Hangar
21 is concerned, in Hangar 22 next door, Commercial Caterers ran a
quick-lunch counter and a "greasy spoon". For those who stayed
longer, there was a restaurant with first class meals 24 hours a day.
So theoretically food was more easily available from Hangar 22.
º The VOAC building was quite far from the Eastbound Inn (though in
Gander terms very little was "far", no more 10-15 minutes by car). As
well, by the very early 50s, Eastbound Inn was home to local
businesses such as Simpson-Sears, Milley’s Style Shop, Toytman’s
Store and several apartments. Eastbound Inn was listed as a hotel in
the 1949 phone but was not listed in the 1950s
It is very likely that during the period of 1943 to the end of the war in
1945, people already knew that war was going in Allied favour.
Eastbound Inn continued to deliver a midnight meal in order not to
change the previous arrangements.
During the period from the end of the war until Confederation, the
terminal complex, based on hangars 21 and 22, was in a continual
state of flux. Buildings were being repurposed and remodelled.
Nearby military quarters were being converted to hotels. Commercial
Caterers was installing its food services. Allied Aviation started to
take over ground operations of the various airlines and most likely
plans were already known that Allied would take over all of Hgr 21. It
was probably decided not to fix what wasn't broken and, for the time,
continued with midnight meals from the Eastbound Inn.
Given that:
(a) the Eastbound Inn changed vocation in the very early 50s
(b) DOT took over in 1949
(c) Aeradio moved to the VOAC building in 1950-51
one could probably safely assume that this particular set of midnight
meal tickets would have been usable after Confederation in 1949, for
a two year period or less.

Additional information received January 2021
Cliff Powell who worked at ATC offers the following information after
inquiries at Gander. The Signals crew may have moved out to the
VOAC as early as 1947 and most of ATC moved out there in 1949.
The ATC remaining in the tower controlled aerodrome traffic, while
the ATC crew in the VOAC building took care of oceanic traffic.
Mr Powell explains that the signals operators on the ground floor
copied Morse code positions from aircraft, and a clothes line type of
system was installed where they attached the position reports, and
pulled them up to the controllers on the top floor.
This would mean that the meals from the Eastbound Inn using the
DOT meal ticket would have gone to the VOAC building rather than
Hangar 21.
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